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Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Make ordinary photos extraordinary with Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For Dummies!


	Whether you prefer to snap shots on your smartphone or don’t ever leave home without your DSLR, chances are you have way more photos than you ever dreamed possible. Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For Dummies is here to...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Learn Java for Android Development, Third Edition, is an update of a strong selling book that now includes a primer on Android app development (in Chapter 1 and Appendix C, which is distributed in the book’s code archive).  This book teaches programmers the essential Java language skills necessary for...
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Office 2016 For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Keep up with the latest Office technologies, and learn the fundamentals of Microsoft Office 2016!


	Office 2016 For Seniors For Dummies is the ideal resource for learning the fundamentals of the Microsoft Office suite. You'll explore the functionality of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook, establishing basic...
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Master Math: ProbabilityCengage Learning, 2011

	Master Math: Probability is a comprehensive reference guide that explains and clarifies the principles of probability in a simple, easy-to-follow style and format. Beginning with the most basic fundamental topics and progressing through to the more advanced, the book helps clarify probability using step-by-step procedures and solutions, along...
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Big Data Analytics with SAS: Get actionable insights from your Big Data using the power of SASPackt Publishing, 2017

	Leverage the capabilities of SAS to process and analyze Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine SAS with platforms such as Hadoop, SAP HANA, and Cloud Foundry-based platforms for effecient Big Data analytics
	
		Learn how to use the web browser-based SAS Studio and iPython Jupyter Notebook...
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Information Security Management Handbook, Volume 7Auerbach Publications, 2013

	Updated annually, the Information Security Management Handbook, Sixth Edition, Volume 7 is the most comprehensive and up-to-date reference available on information security and assurance. Bringing together the knowledge, skills, techniques, and tools required of IT security professionals, it facilitates the up-to-date understanding...
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MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Network Security Design Study Guide (Exam 70-298)Sybex, 2004
Microsoft’s Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA)  and Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) tracks for Windows Server 2003  are the premier certifications for computer industry professionals. Covering the  core technologies around which Microsoft’s future will be built, this program  provides...
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Writing Effective Use CasesAddison Wesley, 2000
Writing use cases as a means of capturing the behavioral requirements of software systems and business processes is a practice that is quickly gaining popularity. Use cases provide a beneficial means of project planning because they clearly show how people will ultimately use the system being designed. On the surface, use cases appear to be a...
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Network+ Certification Study Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
This book’s primary objective is to help you prepare for and pass the required Network+ exam so you can begin to reap the career benefi ts of certifi cation. We believe that the only way to do this is to help you increase your knowledge and build your skills. After completing this book, you should feel confi dent that you have thoroughly...
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Selenium 1.0 Testing Tools: Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	The Selenium 1.0 Testing Tools Beginner's guide shows developers and testers how to create automated tests using a browser. You'll be able to create tests using Selenium IDE, Selenium Remote Control and Selenium 2 as well. A chapter is completely dedicated to Selenium 2. We will then see how our tests use element locators such as CSS,...
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New Perspectives on HTML, XHTML, and XML (New Perspectives)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that the
	World Wide Web has to offer.


	Our goal in developing the New Perspectives Series was to create books that give students
	the software concepts...
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Creating iOS 5 Apps: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book serves two goals: introducing new developers to iOS development, and educating

	experienced developers about the tools and technologies available in iOS 5. We will

	examine a wide range of subjects—some new and some old—covering everything from

	building an initial iOS project to submitting your app to the iTunes...
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